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Abstract
We provide additional information concerning the important Matlis category equivalence between
the categories of h-divisible torsion and R-complete torsion-free R-modules over any domain R.
We identify the h-divisible modules that correspond under this category equivalence to the Enochs
cotorsion torsion-free modules as the weak-injective modules. As a consequence, we can characterize
weak-injective modules in terms of their flat covers. We also determine the range of the injective
dimensions of pure-injective modules.
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1. Introduction
In this note, R will denote a commutative domain with 1 and Q ( = R) its field of
quotients. The R-module Q/R will be denoted by K .
In his paper [5, Theorem 3.4], Matlis has established an equivalence between the cat-
egory of h-divisible torsion R-modules D and the category of R-complete torsion-free
R-modules T , given by the inverse correspondences
D → HomR(K,D), T → K ⊗ T .
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respond to RD-injective torsion-free R-modules. It is natural to ask the question, more
generally, which h-divisible torsion modules correspond to some special types of torsion-
free modules. We will answer this question in Theorems 3.3 and 3.5 for Enochs cotorsion
as well as for pure-injective torsion-free modules. We find that the corresponding classes
of h-divisible modules are the classes of weak-injectives and pure-injectives, respectively.
(For definitions see Section 2.)
The class of weak-injective modules which lies strictly between the classes of h-
divisible and injective R-modules has been introduced recently by the author [4]. For their
main properties we refer to our paper [4].
For a torsion-free R-module, R-completeness is the same as Matlis cotorsionness,
and RD-injectivity is the same as Warfield cotorsionness. These correspondences under
the Matlis category equivalence can be summarized as follows (the left column contains
torsion-free and the right column contains h-divisible torsion modules):
Matlis cotorsion ↔ h-divisible,
Enochs cotorsion ↔ weak-injective,
Warfield cotorsion ↔ injective,
pure-injective ↔ pure-injective.
We consider in Theorem 3.7 the class of those h-divisible torsion modules which are
absolutely pure and find that their corresponding R-complete torsion-free modules in the
Matlis category equivalence are those which are pure in their RD-injective hulls.
We continue our study of weak-injective and pure-injective modules in Section 4. Not-
ing that the injective dimensions of RD-injective modules are always  1, we ask what the
range of the injective dimensions of pure-injective modules is. We show in Theorem 4.2
that over any domain R, there exist h-divisible pure-injective R-modules with injective
dimensions ranging from 0 to w.gl.d.R − 1 (w.gl.d.R denotes the weak global dimension
of R). In Theorem 4.3, we present a condition under which a weak-injective module is
pure-injective.
For unexplained definitions and terminology, we refer to Fuchs and Salce [3] and Trli-
faj [7].
2. Preliminaries
An R-module D is called h-divisible if it is an epic image of an injective R-module, and
weak-injective if Ext1R(M,D) = 0 for all R-modules M of weak dimension 1. Evidently,
direct products and summands of weak-injective R-modules are again weak-injective.
Since Ext1R(K,D) = 0 implies that D is h-divisible (see [3, Lemma 2.1, p. 251]), weak-
injectives are h-divisible. So the implications injective ⇒ weak-injective ⇒ h-divisible
hold. The reverse implications are addressed in the following lemmas.
Lemma 2.1. (Lee [4, Theorems 3.2, 3.3]) (a) All weak-injective R-modules are injective if
and only if R is a Prüfer domain.
(b) A pure-injective R-module is h-divisible if and only if it is weak-injective.
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(a) All h-divisible R-modules are weak-injective.
(b) Epic images of weak-injective R-modules are weak-injective.
(c) Every R-module of weak dimension  1 has projective dimension  1.
If any (each) of these conditions holds for R, then every flat ideal of R is projective.
Note that a domain R as in Lemma 2.2 is a Matlis domain (i.e., a domain for which Q
has projective dimension 1). Hence if R is not a Matlis domain, then the class of weak-
injective R-modules is strictly contained in the class of h-divisible R-modules.
The character module HomZ(M,Q/Z) of an R-module M will be denoted by M. Note
that M is always pure-injective, and M can be imbedded as a pure submodule in M.
A well-known result about character module states that an R-module F is flat if and only
if F is injective. The following lemma is an analog of this equivalence.
Lemma 2.3. (Lee [4, Lemma 3.1]) An R-module A is torsion-free if and only if A is
weak-injective.
Hence for a mixed or torsion R-module M , M is an example of a pure-injective R-
module which is not weak-injective.
In Fuchs and Salce [3, Proposition 1.4, p. 249], it is shown that every R-module M can
be imbedded in a divisible R-module D(M) such that D(M)/M has projective dimension
 1. An easy consequence of this result is that an R-module D is weak-injective if and only
if Ext1R(M,D) = 0 for all divisible R-modules M of weak dimension 1. The following is
an analogue of the above mentioned result, where we replace divisibility by h-divisibility.
Proposition 2.4. Let M be an R-module. Then there exists an h-divisible R-module h(M)
containing M such that h(M)/M is of weak dimension  1.
Proof. Consider a presentation 0 → H → F → M → 0 of M where F is free. Imbed F
in a torsion-free divisible R-module D(F) ∼= ⊕Q in the obvious way by imbedding each
component R of F in a copy of Q. We start with the first nonzero row and the middle
column to form the commutative diagram with exact rows and columns (i.e., we start with
a pushout diagram):
0 0
0 H F M 0
0 H D(F) h(M) 0
D(F)/F ∼= h(M)/M
0 0
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column. 
If in Proposition 2.4 the module M is of weak dimension  n with n  1, then h(M)
is also of weak dimension  n. This holds even for n = 0, for if M is a flat R-module,
then M can be imbedded in a flat module ⊕Q such that the cokernel (⊕Q)/M is of weak
dimension  1.
Sazeedeh [6] showed that an R-module M satisfies TorR1 (E,M) = 0 for all injective
R-modules E if and only if Ext1R(M,F) = 0 for all flat Enochs cotorsion modules F .
As a consequence of Proposition 2.4, we can describe those modules M that satisfy
TorR1 (D,M) = 0 for all h-divisible R-modules D.
Corollary 2.5. Let M be an R-module. Then TorR1 (D,M) = 0 holds for all h-divisible
R-modules D if and only if M is a flat module.
Proof. To prove the necessity part, let N be any R-module and assume M satisfies
TorR1 (D,M) = 0 for all h-divisible R-modules D. By Proposition 2.4, there is an exact
sequence 0 → N → h(N) → h(N)/N → 0 where h(N) is h-divisible and h(N)/N is of
weak dimension 1. In the induced exact sequence TorR2 (h(N)/N,M) → TorR1 (N,M) →
TorR1 (h(N),M) both ends are 0. Tor
R
1 (N,M) = 0 for all N implies that M is flat. 
The proof shows that in the last proof it is sufficient to assume that N ∼= R/I for a fi-
nitely generated ideal I of R in which case we can choose h(N) = Q/I . Thus the necessity
part of Corollary 2.5 can be strengthened by assuming only that TorR1 (D,M) = 0 holds for
all R-modules D ∼= Q/I with finitely generated ideals I .
It is an open problem which modules M satisfy TorR1 (D,M) = 0 for all weak-injective
R-modules D. All that we can show is the next lemma. This lemma could lead to a possible
answer of this problem in case the character modules of weak-injectives can be character-
ized.
Lemma 2.6. An R-module M satisfies TorR1 (D,M) = 0 for an h-divisible R-module D if
and only if it satisfies Ext1R(M,D) = 0 for the character module D of D.
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of the well-known natural isomorphism
Ext1R(M,HomZ(D,Q/Z)) ∼= HomZ(TorR1 (M,D),Q/Z). 
3. Category equivalence
As we have already mentioned above, the Matlis category equivalence states that the
category of h-divisible torsion R-modules D is equivalent to the category of R-complete
torsion-free R-modules T via the inverse functors D → HomR(K,D), T → K ⊗ T .
Warfield [8] has shown that under this equivalence, the injective torsion R-modules corre-
spond to the RD-injective torsion-free R-modules. The aim of this section is to find more
information about the corresponding modules.
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Lemma 3.1. (Matlis [5, Theorem 3.4]) Let
0 → T → E → D → 0 (1)
be an exact sequence where T is a torsion-free R-module, E is a torsion-free divisible R-
module and D is an h-divisible torsion R-module. Then D and the R-completion T˜ of T
correspond to each other under the Matlis category equivalence.
An R-module C is called Matlis cotorsion if it satisfies Ext1R(Q,C) = 0, Enochs cotor-
sion if Ext1R(F,C) = 0 for all flat R-modules F , and Warfield cotorsion if Ext1R(A,C) = 0
for all torsion-free R-modules A. The implications Warfield cotorsion ⇒ Enochs cotor-
sion ⇒ Matlis cotorsion are immediate, and we refer to Trlifaj [7, p. 21] for the details. In
view of the facts that for torsion-free modules, Warfield cotorsion R-modules are precisely
the RD-injective R-modules and for reduced torsion-free R-modules, Matlis cotorsion
R-modules are nothing else than R-complete R-modules, we first investigate which h-
divisible torsion modules correspond to the Enochs cotorsion torsion-free modules under
the Matlis category equivalence.
Let F denote the class of all flat R-modules, and let M be an R-module. A homo-
morphism φ ∈ HomR(N,M) with N ∈ F is called a flat precover of M if the induced
map
HomR(1N ′ , φ) : HomR(N ′,N) → HomR(N ′,M)
is surjective for all N ′ ∈ F . A flat precover φ ∈ HomR(N,M) is called a flat cover if
each γ ∈ HomR(N,N) satisfying φ = φγ is an automorphism of N . Very recently, Bi-
can et al. [1, Theorem 3] proved that every R-module M over any ring R has a flat
cover.
Note that a flat cover of M is unique up to isomorphism. Additional information about
flat covers is furnished by the next lemma.
Lemma 3.2. (Enochs and Jenda [2, Lemmas 5.3.17, 5.3.25, and Proposition 5.1.2])
(a) If φ :F → M is a flat cover of an R-module M , then Kerφ is an Enochs cotorsion
module.
(b) The flat cover of M is a direct summand of every flat precover of M .
(c) A flat precover φ :F → M of M is a cover if and only if Kerφ contains no nonzero
direct summand of F .
We can now state our first theorem.
Theorem 3.3. In the Matlis category equivalence, the R-complete torsion-free R-module
T is Enochs cotorsion if and only if the corresponding h-divisible torsion R-module D is
weak-injective.
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0 = Ext1R(M,E) → Ext1R(M,D) → Ext2R(M,T ).
We claim that if M is an arbitrary R-module of weak dimension  1, then the last Ext
vanishes: Ext2R(M,T ) = 0. Consider a presentation 0 → H → F → M → 0 of M , where
F is free and H is flat. In the induced exact sequence Ext1R(H,T ) → Ext2R(M,T ) →
Ext2R(F,T ) = 0, the first Ext is 0, since T is Enochs cotorsion. Hence Ext2R(M,T ) = 0,
and so Ext1R(M,D) = 0 follows for any module M of weak dimension  1, proving the
theorem in one direction.
(⇐) Assume D is a weak-injective torsion module. Let G be the flat cover of D and
0 → H → G φ−→ D → 0 the corresponding exact sequence, where by Lemma 3.2(a),
Kerφ = H is Enochs cotorsion. The injective hull E of G is torsion-free divisible and
E/G is of weak dimension  1. Since D is weak-injective, we have Ext1R(E/G,D) = 0,
which implies that the map φ :G → D extends to a map ψ :E → D. Since G is the flat
cover of D, it follows that E is a flat precover of D. Consequently, by Lemma 3.2(b),
G is a direct summand of E. This implies that G is torsion-free divisible. Since H can not
contain any nonzero direct summand of G (see Lemma 3.2(c)), it is reduced. We can now
conclude that the torsion-free module H˜ corresponding to D in the Matlis equivalence is
equal to H , proving the claim. 
From the second part of the proof of Theorem 3.3, we can derive at once a characteri-
zation of weak-injective modules in terms of flat covers.
Theorem 3.4. An R-module D is weak-injective if and only if its flat cover is a direct sum
of copies of Q.
Next we concentrate on pure-injective modules in order to identify the h-divisible
torsion R-modules corresponding to pure-injective torsion-free R-modules under the
Matlis equivalence. (For Matlis domains, the following theorem has been proved in [4,
Lemma 3.4].)
Theorem 3.5. In the Matlis category equivalence, the R-complete torsion-free R-module
T is pure-injective if and only if the corresponding h-divisible torsion R-module D is
pure-injective.
Proof. (⇒) Assume T is pure-injective. Since T  is weak-injective by Lemma 2.3, it is h-
divisible. Therefore there exists an exact sequence 0 → B → E0 → T  → 0, where E0 is
a torsion-free divisible module. This sequence induces the exact sequence
0 → (T ) → E0 → B → 0.
Here E0 is torsion-free divisible as the character module of a torsion-free divisible module.
Since T is pure-injective and pure in (T ), it is a direct summand of (T ); thus we can
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have the exact sequences 0 → T → E → D → 0 and 0 → T ′ → E′ → D′ → 0. Hence
we get the exact sequence 0 → (T ) → E ⊕ E′ → D ⊕ D′ → 0. Comparison with the
displayed exact sequence shows that E⊕E′ is a summand of E0, and accordingly, D⊕D′
is a summand of B. Thus, as a direct summand of the pure-injective R-module B, D is
pure-injective.
(⇐) Suppose that D is pure-injective. D is then a summand of the character module
HomZ(D,Q/Z), so T = HomR(K,D) is a summand in
HomR
(
K,HomZ
(
D,Q/Z
)) ∼= HomZ
(
K ⊗R D,Q/Z
)
.
Since character modules are always pure-injective, T is pure-injective, and the proof is
completed. 
It is an open question whether or not over every domain R all torsion-free Enochs cotor-
sion R-modules are pure-injective; equivalently, whether or not all torsion weak-injective
R-modules are pure-injective. From Theorems 3.3, 3.5 and Lemma 2.1(a) we can conclude
that over Prüfer domains R, the answer is affirmative.
We also have the following corollary.
Corollary 3.6. If M is a pure-injective torsion-free R-module, then K ⊗R M is a pure-
injective torsion R-module.
Proof. In the Matlis category equivalence, K ⊗R M is the module corresponding to M .
The result follows from Theorem 3.5. 
We now turn our attention to a different class of R-modules. Recall that an R-module
A is called absolutely pure if it is a pure submodule of every R-module containing it;
equivalently, it is a pure submodule of an injective module. For more about these modules,
we refer, e.g., to Fuchs and Salce [3, p. 312].
Theorem 3.7. In the Matlis category equivalence, an h-divisible torsion R-module D is
absolutely pure if and only if the corresponding R-complete torsion-free R-module T is
pure in its RD-injective hull Tˆ .
Proof. (⇒) Assuming D absolutely pure, consider the pure-exact sequence 0 → D →
E → E/D → 0, where E denotes the injective hull of D. This induces the pure-exact
sequence 0 → HomR(K,D) → HomR(K,E) → HomR(K,E/D). Here HomR(K,E) is
RD-injective by Warfield [8], that is, T = HomR(K,D) is a pure submodule of an RD-
injective R-module, so it is as stated.
(⇐) In the pure-exact sequence 0 → T → Tˆ → Tˆ /T → 0 the module Tˆ /T is
torsion-free. Hence we obtain the pure-exact sequence 0 → K ⊗R T → K ⊗R Tˆ →
K ⊗R Tˆ /T → 0. Here K ⊗R Tˆ is injective by Warfield [8], that is, HomR(K,D) is a
pure submodule in an injective R-module, so it is absolutely pure. 
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In this section, w.d., i.d., gl.d.R, and w.gl.d.R will denote weak dimension, injective
dimension, global dimension of R, and weak global dimension of R, respectively.
It is known that RD-injective modules, and more generally Warfield cotorsion R-
modules, are always of injective dimension  1. But for a pure-injective R-module T , we
only know that i.d.T  w.gl.d.R (cf. Fuchs and Salce [3, p. 434]). Furthermore, we have
the inequality i.d.D  gl.d.R − 1 for all h-divisible R-modules D (see Fuchs and Salce [3,
Proposition 2.5, p. 252]). We find that the results of Section 3 enable us to determine what
injective dimensions pure-injective h-divisible R-modules might have. We will require the
fact (shown in Lemma 2.1(b)) that these modules are weak-injective.
First we prove the following result.
Proposition 4.1. The inequality i.d.D  w.gl.d.R − 1 holds for all pure-injective h-
divisible R-modules D.
Proof. Since the torsion submodule of an h-divisible R-module is always a direct sum-
mand, in the proof we can assume D is torsion. By Theorem 3.5, the torsion-free R-
complete R-module corresponding to D under the Matlis category equivalence is pure-
injective. Hence in the exact sequence (1), i.d.D = i.d.T − 1. The above claim establishes
the result. 
Suppose that R is not a Prüfer domain. Then Lemma 2.1(a) guarantees that there ex-
ists a weak-injective R-module D with i.d.D > 0. Proposition 4.1 gives an upper bound
for the injective dimensions of those which are pure-injective. The range of the injective
dimensions of these modules is determined in the following theorem.
Theorem 4.2. (a) For an integer k there exists a pure-injective h-divisible R-module D
with i.d.D = k if and only if 0 k w.gl.d.R − 1.
(b) For an integer k there is a torsion-free pure-injective module whose injective dimen-
sion is k if and only if 0 k w.gl.d.R.
Proof. (a) Since w.gl.d.R = sup w.d.R/I for finitely generated ideals I of R (see, e.g.,
Fuchs and Salce [3, Theorem 10.1, p. 236]), there exists a finitely generated ideal I
of R such that w.d.I = w.gl.d.R − 1. By Lemma 2.3, I  is a pure-injective h-divisible
R-module such that i.d.I  = w.d.I = w.gl.d.R − 1 (see Fuchs and Salce [3, Proposi-
tion 10.5, p. 236]). Next, consider a presentation 0 → H → F → I → 0 of I where F
is free and H is torsion-free. Then H is a pure-injective h-divisible R-module such that
i.d.H = w.d.H = w.gl.d.R − 2. Continuing this process establishes the result.
(b) This follows from part (a) in view of the Matlis category equivalence. 
As a corollary to the preceding theorem we obtain the result (see, e.g., Fuchs and Salce
[3, p. 432]) that a domain R has to be Prüfer whenever all pure-injective R-modules are
RD-injective. This is a consequence of the fact that an R-complete torsion-free R-module
of injective dimension  1 is RD-injective.
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weak-injective. Now we address the question as to which conditions make weak-injective
R-modules pure-injective. Evidently, the next theorem generalizes Lemma 2.1(a).
Theorem 4.3. Let R be a coherent domain. Then all weak-injective R-modules D with
w.d.D  1 are pure-injective.
Proof. Let M be an R-module with i.d.M  1 and 0 → M → E1 → E2 → 0 an injective
resolution of M where E1, E2 are injective modules. This exact sequence induces the
exact sequence 0 → E2 → E1 → M → 0 of character modules. Since R is coherent, E1,
E

2 are flat; see, e.g., [3, Proposition 3.6, p. 315]. Hence we have w.d.M  1. Consider
the pure-exact sequence 0 → D → D → D/D → 0. Then i.d.D = w.d.D  1, so
by the preceding argument, w.d.D  1. The purity of the exact sequence implies that
w.d.D/D  1 holds as well. Hence Ext1R(D/D,D) = 0, since D is weak-injective.
Therefore D is pure-injective as a direct summand of the pure-injective R-module D. 
Observe that in view of the proof of Theorem 4.3, we can state that over a coherent
domain R, i.d.M  n holds if and only if w.d.M  n.
The proof of the Theorem 4.3 can be carried over to establish the following result.
Corollary 4.4. Let R be a coherent domain, and suppose C is an R-module satisfying
Ext1R(F,C) = 0 for all R-modules F of finite weak dimension. If C is of finite weak dimen-
sion, then it is pure-injective.
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